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She‘s back and not before time, the one bus that is always worth waiting for, Priscilla. This 
is one “gorgeous“ musical that tells the tale of three questionable men, one a drag queen 
(Adam), another a transexual (Bernadette) and one who hasn‘t made up his mind (Tick), 
who is determined to find the young son he fathered in an earlier marriage. His son lives 
with Tick‘s wife in the Casino she runs at Alice Springs and the show takes us on the 
journey from the drag clubs of Sydney across the Outback and the Deserts of Australia in 
search of themselves, each other and ultimately their destinies.

Unlike most juke box musicals this one has an excellent book, being based on the 1994 
film of the same name. The story is told through a never-ending catalogue of songs that 
were hits over the preceding decades, in fact I counted 30, each one meticulously chosen 
to reflect the moment or to move the story forward. The music, the singing and the dancing
has so much positive energy that it is impossible not to be caught up in this magical show 
and I think most of the close to capacity house agreed, judging by the ecstatic ovations at 
the end of last night‘s performance.

This is the third time that Priscilla has played the Mayflower and although it looks as 
though there has been some scaling back to make it an easier show to tour, there has 
been no skimping on the production values. Time has made a mark though, and the script 
and humour is a little tired and dated; but surprisingly the discrimination that is carried 
through from the 1994 film, is still relevant today and shamefully still exists in pockets 
around the world including here in, supposedly, enlightened Britain. 

After leaving the theatre I watched clips from previous productions; from the original show 
in Sydney, the British debut at London‘s Palace, it‘s Broadway opening and previous UK 
tours; I can honestly say that the casting in this production is the best so far. Producer, 
Jason Donovan having been in the original UK production really does know what is 
needed to deliver this show and together Mark Goucher, his co-producers and director Ian 
Talbot they have assembled the strongest and most glamorous cast of the lot.

The one on the mission, Tick or Mitzi Mitosis is played by the lead name of the show, Joe 
McFadden who convincingly sets out to find his true inner self, although when in drag he 
just doesn‘t have the same posture as his cohorts, the real drag queen Adam or Felicia 
Jollygoodfellow played glamorously and wonderfully by Bournemouth born star Nick Hayes
and the transgender Bernadette Bassenger or Ralph who is depicted classily by Miles 
Western. All three have lengthy theatrical pedigrees and boy does it show!

The backing soundtrack to the show is provided by the three Divas, Aiesha Pease, Claudia
Kariuki and Rosie Glossop supported by an outstanding seven piece band led by Sean 
Green. Seldom does a show sound this good, so full marks to James Marsh and Robbie 
Matthews for mastering the acoustics. The same applies to the team responsible for the 



lighting, Chris Alexander and Chris Pearson, whose skills create the atmosphere that 
enables the show to slide seamlessly from one scene to the next.

A mention must also go to young, local lad, Beau Dowinton who appears as Tick‘s son 
Benji, who has to wait an awful long time for his vocal moment of glory, but the wait is 
worth it – I think we may have a star in the making. It seems unfair not to single out every 
member of the cast as they are all outstanding and there are truly no bit parts, everyone of
them perform magnificently and this is supported by the creative choreography of Tom 
Jackson Greaves. This is a company that you feel would really be fun to be part of. 

It is easy to get wrapped up in the proceedings that you forget quite how energetic this 
show is, and backstage is presumably busy more often than it isn’t, given the sheer 
number of costumes used during the performance. A deserved standing ovation for a roof-
raising night out, this is an uplifting and enjoyable musical with plenty of heart.
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